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Abstract

Reinforcement learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence where an agent learns to
solve a task through interaction with an environment. The agent learns with the help
of a special signal called the reward that can be sensed by the agent and is produced by
the environment. The goal of the agent is to perform a sequence of actions in order to
solve the task. An agent can be a robot solving a manufacturing task or an autonomously
driving car. These tasks are extremely hard to solve but at the same time interesting
from an industry point of view. Deep Reinforcement Learning uses deep neural networks
and achieved impressive results on various tasks including autonomous driving. Despite
the success of neural networks, their black-box nature complicates their deployment in
the real world. Especially in high stake applications such as autonomous driving where
human lives are involved. In order to solve this problem the literature proposes several
approaches to replace neural networks through interpretable models that can be inspected
before deployment. Examples of interpretable models are linear regression models or
decision trees. Furthermore, recently genetic programming was proposed as a competitive
technique to generate interpretable decision-making models. Motivated by the recent
wave of work combining evolutionary with gradient-based algorithms we propose a new
algorithm that combines genetic programming with the state-of-the-art Deep-Q-Network
algorithm to generate interpretable action-value functions. We compare our algorithm to
two genetic programming baselines and show that our algorithm beats the baselines in
the most complex environment.
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Zusammenfassung

Reinforcement Learning ist ein Teilgebiet der künstlichen Intelligenz, bei dem ein Agent
lernt, eine Aufgabe durch Interaktion mit der Umgebung zu lösen. Der Agent lernt mithilfe
eines speziellen Signals auch Belohnung genannt, das vom Agenten wahrgenommen
werden kann und von der Umgebung erzeugt wird. Das Ziel des Agenten ist es, eine
Folge von Aktionen auszuführen, um die Aufgabe zu lösen. Ein Agent kann ein Roboter
sein, der eine Fertigungsaufgabe löst, oder ein autonom fahrendes Auto. Diese Aufgaben
sind extrem schwer zu lösen, aber gleichzeitig aus Sicht der Industrie interessant. Deep
Reinforcement Learning verwendet tiefe neuronale Netze und hat bei verschiedenen
Aufgaben, darunter auch beim autonomen Fahren, beeindruckende Ergebnisse erzielt.
Trotz des Erfolgs neuronaler Netze erschwert ihre Blackbox-Natur ihren Einsatz in der
realen Welt. Dies gilt insbesondere für Anwendungen wie das autonome Fahren, bei denen
Menschenleben auf dem Spiel stehen. Um dieses Problem zu lösen, werden in der Literatur
verschiedene Ansätze vorgeschlagen, um neuronale Netze durch interpretierbare Modelle
zu ersetzten, die vor dem Einsatz überprüft werden können. Beispiele für interpretierbare
Modelle sind lineare Regressionsmodelle oder Entscheidungsbäume. Außerdem wurde
kürzlich genetische Programmierung als eine konkurrenzfähige Technik zur Erzeugung
interpretierbarer Entscheidungsmodelle vorgeschlagen. Motiviert durch die jüngste Welle
von Arbeiten, die evolutionäre und gradientenbasierte Algorithmen kombinieren, schlagen
wir einen neuen Algorithmus vor, der genetische Programmierung mit dem State of the
Art Deep-Q-Network-Algorithmus kombiniert, um interpretierbare Aktionswertfunktionen
zu erzeugen. Wir vergleichen unseren Algorithmus mit zwei Baselines, die genetischen
Programmierung verwenden und zeigen, dass unser Algorithmus die Baselines in der
komplexesten Umgebung übertrifft.
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1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence and machine learning where
an agent learns to solve a task through interaction with the environment. The agent
learns with the help of a special signal called the reward that can be sensed by the agent
and is produced by the environment. For example, we can have a stock trading agent
that interacts with the stock market (the environment) and that can buy different stocks.
Buying a stock would represent an action that the agent can execute. Loosing or winning
money can be seen as the reward signal. Even though the task is implicitly defined by the
rewards normally we are not interested in optimizing the immediate reward we receive
from the environment but the long-term reward also called return. Thus the goal is to
figure out how to behave in the environment in order to maximize the return. To solve
complex tasks such as autonomous driving function approximators is essential to be able
to generalize. In the recent years Deep Reinforcement Learning achieved great results in
several domains such as robotics [21], autonomous driving [4], and game playing [30].
These results were achieved with the help of powerful function approximators called
neural networks. One success known by the broader audience was the breakthrough in
the game of GO where the agent was able to beat the world’s best player.

Although deep neural networks are the driving force behind these results at the same
time their black-box nature is a bottleneck for the deployment of such models. Specifically
in areas where human lives are involved such as healthcare and autonomous driving [16],
[2]. In other applications where human lives are not involved a black-box model might
not be trusted. One notion of trust in the context of machine learning is defined in [28] as
being comfortable relinquishing control to a model. For example, given a neural network
based trading agent on the stock market, a good performance in a test setting might not be
enough to trust the model that there are no conditions under which it takes too much risk
or starts losing money. To tackle this problem, the literature proposes interpretable models
instead of neural networks. An example of an interpretable model is a small decision tree.
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Furthermore, in the past years, it has been shown that evolutionary algorithms are a
competitive alternative to modern gradient-based algorithms [39],[51],[46]. Another
line of work combines evolutionary and gradient-based algorithms to benefit from the
advantages of both worlds [36]. In [17] and [46], the authors use genetic programming
to generate interpretable decision-making models.

Following this trend, this work introduces a new algorithm based on a state of the art
gradient-based algorithm and genetic programming to learn interpretable action-value
functions. We use genetic programming to search in the space of interpretable functional
forms and apply gradient-based updates as in the DQN [30] algorithm to fine-tune the
numerical constants.

This work is structured as follows: In the second chapter, the preliminary knowledge
on reinforcement learning, genetic programming, and interpretability in reinforcement
learning is introduced. Chapter 3 summarizes the related work in interpretable reinforce-
ment learning and hybrid algorithms in reinforcement learning. The proposed algorithm
is introduced in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the conducted experiment. In the last
chapter, we conclude this thesis and give directions for future work.
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2 Background

In this chapter, we will review important concepts and theories needed for the rest of this
work. First, we describe genetic programming as it is a constituent part of our algorithm.
Thereafter, we describe Reinforcement Learning as it is the task we want to solve. Lastly,
we describe what we consider interpretable in reinforcement learning.

2.1 Genetic Programming

The following section is based on [25] [44]. Genetic programming is a genetic algorithm
where the population consists of computer programs. Usually, the individuals are repre-
sented as syntax trees. The individual in Fig 2.1is equivalent to the following expression:
(x * 2) * (y + 1). Given the values of the variables x and y we can evaluate the expression.

The space of possible individuals is defined by the primitive set. The primitive set consists
of a function set and a terminal set. The terminal set consists of variables, constants,
and 0-arity functions while the function set can contain arithmetic functions (+, -, ...),
boolean functions (and, or, ...), the conditional IF-THEN-ELSE, and others.

The first step of the algorithm consist in generating a random initial population. Two basic
methods are Grow and Full. Both methods are based on a maximum depth parameter.

Figure 2.1: Syntax Tree Individual
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The Grow method generates trees of various shapes. It constructs a tree by randomly
choosing elements from the function and terminal sets until maximum depth is reached
afterward it can only use terminals. The disadvantage of this method is that it is sensitive
to the choice of both sets i.e. if the terminal set is larger than the function set it tends
to produce smaller trees. On the other hand, the Full Method chooses randomly only
functions in the function set until the maximum depth is reached afterward it can only
use terminals. Therefore every leaf node will be on the maximum depth. An alternative
choice is the ranked half-and-half method which creates a diverse set as it uses a range of
depth limits and creates half of the individuals with the Grow and the other half with the
Full method.

The fitness function determines how well an individual is performing with respect to the
task at hand. Given a regression task, one may use the mean squared loss as a fitness
of the individual. Besides the fitness function another important component are the
genetic operations. There are four genetic operations: selection, crossover, mutation, and
reproduction.

Selection The selection operator chooses individuals based on their fitness to create
new individuals using crossover and mutation. Better fitness of an individual increases the
chance of being selected. There are various selection operators, one of them is tournament
selection where random individuals are chosen from the population to compete based
on their fitness in tournaments and the winners of those tournaments are selected for
reproduction. Another example is the fitness proportionate selection.

Mutation The mutation operator randomly changes a selected individual. Again there
are many different mutation operators one of them is the subtree mutation where one
subtree in the current individual is selected and replaced by a newly grown subtree.
Another one is the Gaussian mutation where Gaussian noise is added to the numerical
constants in the individual.

Crossover The crossover operator combines parts from two selected individuals to
produce one or two new individuals. The newly created individuals are also called
offspring. The subtree crossover selects one subtree of the first parent and one subtree of
the second parent and exchanges them (see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Subtree Mutation

Figure 2.3: Subtree Crossover

Reproduction This operator simply copies a selected individual without modification.

There is one necessary property known as closure. The closure property requires type
consistency and evaluation safety. Type consistency is required because i.e. a crossover can
exchange arbitrary subtrees of selected individuals. One way to enforce type consistency
is to introduce types for the primitives in the primitive set and the genetic operators have
to respect the type constraints. Evaluation safety is needed to prevent i.e. division by
zero. One way to handle the evaluation safety is to define protected functions i.e. before
executing the division check if the denominator is zero and if so return a default value.
Another desirable property is sufficiency. This property is described as the capability of
expressing a solution with the given primitive set. Several hyperparameters must be set
before running Alg. 1 such as the type and the probabilities of the genetic operators, the
termination criteria (i.e. number of generations), and population size. The algorithm
creates a new population from the existing one using the specified genetic operators and
repeats this process until the termination criteria are fulfilled. The best individual found
is the solution.
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Figure 2.4: Interaction between the agent and the environment

2.2 Reinforcement Learning

The following section is based on [40] and [20]. Reinforcement learning is a subfield
of machine learning and artificial intelligence in general. Unlike supervised machine
learning where the goal is to learn a function for classification or regression on a labeled
data set in reinforcement learning an agent has to learn to solve a task in an environment
through trial and error learning. The interaction loop is shown in Fig. 2.4. The agent
performs an action in the current state st and the environment yields the new state st+1

and the reward rt+1. There are two different types of tasks: episodic tasks and continuing
tasks. In episodic tasks, an episode starts in an starting state and ends in a terminal state.
Given that an agent is in a terminal state after a reset it restarts in a starting state or a
sample of a starting state distribution. An example of an episodic task is a game of chess
when a win or loss would be the terminal state.

The reward is a signal that implicitly describes the task at hand and the agent has to figure
out which actions to pick to solve the task. Reinforcement learning is modeled through
Markov decision processes (MDP). An MDP consists of an action set A, a state set S, a
reward function r(s,a) that maps a state action pair to the expected return, and a state

Algorithm 1 Abstract GP Algorithm
create initial population
while termination criteria not fullfiled do

determine fitness of each individual
select individuals (Selection)
copy some of the selected individuals in the new population (Reproduction)
create new individuals (Mutation and Crossover)

end while
return best individual found
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transition function p(s’ |s,a) that defines the probability of transitioning from state s to
state s’ by picking action a. A finite MDP has a finite A and S. The Markov property of
an MDP requires that the state representation contains all the relevant information for
decision making. This means that knowing some past state wouldn’t give any advantage
to the agent. Typically in RL the reward function and the state transition function
are unknown. The goal of the agent is to maximize the return. The return is defined
as Gt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3... =

∑︁∞
k=0 γ

krt+k+1. The γ is the discount factor that
determines the relevance of future rewards. The policy π defines the behavior of the agent.
It’s a mapping of states to actions. A stochastic policy π(a | s) maps states to a probability
over actions. The value of a state defines how good it is to be in that state based on the
expected return. The value function of a given policy is defined in Eq. 2.1. This function
returns the expected return by following the policy π for a given state.

vπ(s) = Eπ[Gt | st = s] = Eπ[

∞∑︂
k=0

γkrt+k+1 | st = s] (2.1)

Similarly, the state-action value function q(s,a) is defined as the expected return by
following policy π after taking action a in a given state s (see Eq. 2.2).

qπ(s, a) = Eπ[Gt | st = s, at = a] = Eπ[
∞∑︂
k=0

γkrt+k+1 | st = s, at = a] (2.2)

The goal in RL is to find the policy which achieves the best possible return. The optimal
policy π∗ achieves better expected returns in all states than any other policy π′. This can
be formalized with the help of the value function. A policy π is better than or equal to a
policy π′ if the following condition is fulfilled: vπ(s) >= vπ′(s)∀s ∈ S. The optimal policy
π∗ is better than or equal to all other policies. All the optimal policies have the same value
function v∗ and the same state-action value function q∗. Given the optimal Q function q∗

we can obtain the optimal policy by choosing the action that has the highest value for a
given state: π∗(s) = maxa q∗(s, a). This means we are acting greedy w.r.t. the outputs of
q. One specific element that arises in RL is the so-called exploration-exploitation tradeoff.
Given that the agent needs to maximize the return it needs to pick actions that yields the
highest return. However, to know which action yield the highest return it has to try out
different actions sufficiently often.

Reinforcement learning problems with a very small state space are considered as the
tabular case. In this case, algorithms can approximate value functions or policies using
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arrays or tables. For example, each entry of an array corresponds to the value of a given
state. These algorithms are called tabular methods. An example of these tabular methods
is the Q-Learning algorithm. This algorithm learns the optimal Q-function Q*. Given a
sample from the environment (st, at, rt+1, st+1) each entry of the Q function is updated
by the following rule: Q(st, at) = Q(st, at) + α[rt + γmaxa′ Q(st+1, a

′) − Q(st, at)]. In
this update rule the estimate of the return rt + γmaxa′ Q(st+1, a

′) is based on the current
estimate of the Q-function thus the estimates are bootstrapped. In contrast, a Monte Carlo
estimate of the return is the return of a complete episode in the environment. The samples
from the environment are collected by a behavior policy e.g. an ϵ-greedy policy. The
ϵ-greedy policy samples a random action with probability ϵ and takes the greedy action
w.r.t. the Q-function with probability 1− ϵ. It can be shown that Q converges to Q∗.

In the interesting problems, the state space can be very large or continuous e.g., in
autonomous driving. Therefore tabular representations of the Q-function are not suitable.
Under the assumption that similar states have similar optimal actions, this problem is
solved through function approximation. Thus the tabular representation of the Q-function
is replaced by a function approximator for example a neural network. In the following, θ
represents the parameters of a function approximator i.e. the weights of a neural network
or linear regression.

Q-Learning with function approximation is described in [15] as follows. Like in the tabular
version, this algorithm learns the optimal Q-function Q*. Given a target value of Q* yt the
algorithm minimizes the mean squared error (MSE) loss function:

∑︁
j(yt −Qθ(st, at))

2

Given a sample of the environment (st, at, rt+1, st+1) the parameters of the function up-
dated by the following rule: θi = θi−1+α(∇θi−1

Qθi−1
(st, at))(rt+1)+maxaQθi−1

(st+1, a)−
Qθi−1

(st, at). Here the target yt = rt+1 +maxaQθi−1
(st+1, a) uses bootstrapping again.

Motivated by the fact that learning Q∗ using a neural network, which is a nonlinear
model, is unstable and can even diverge [30] proposes a new variant of the Q-Learning
algorithm. This algorithm is based on two ideas: a target network and a replay buffer.
Instead of having only one neural network, there is a second one that is used to compute
the targets. The network used to compute the targets is called the target network while
the network that is learning is called Q-network. The target network parameters are
updated periodically every C steps and in between, they are fixed. In the following the
target network parameters are denoted as θ− and the parameter of the Q-network are
denoted as θi. Given a sample (st, at, rt+1, st+1) the targets are computed as follows:
rt+1 +maxaQθ−(st+1, a).

The replay buffer is a data set with a given size that stores samples in the form of
(st, at, rt+1, st+1). The updates of the parameters θi are performed based on samples or
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Algorithm 2 DQN
Initialize replay buffer D with capacity N
Initialize Qθ with random parameters θ
Initialize Qθ− with parameters θ
for episode = 1, M do

Initialize starting state s1
for t = 1, T do

Select random action with probability ϵ
otherwise select maxaQθi(st, a)
Execute action at and observe reward rt+1 and next state st+1

Store sample (st, at, rt+1, st+1) in the replay buffer D
sample mini-batch (st, at, rt+1, st+1) from D
if st + 1 is terminal then

yt = rt+1

else
yt = rt+1 + γmaxaQθ−(st+1, a)

end if
perform a gradient step on (yt −Qθi(st, at))

2

end for
end for

mini-batches sampled from the replay buffer. The complete algorithm is shown in Alg. 2.
A version of this algorithm without target networks was proposed in [31].

2.3 Interpretability

In the context of machine learning [3] describes interpretability as a passive quality of a
model and as the transparency of a model. Furthermore, the authors distinguish between
interpretability and explainability. Explainability is achieved through the use of post-hoc
techniques to explain a black-box model. As described in [28] a transparent model is
the opposite of a black box or opaque model. Lipton[28] describes three different levels
of transparency: simulatability, decomposability, and algorithmic transparency. Simu-
latability considers the entire model and requires that a person is able to simulate the
model in a reasonable amount of time. A simulatable model is a simple model i.e. a
tiny neural network could be considered simulatable while a huge decision tree is not.
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Decomposability considers the individual parts (inputs, parameters, and calculations). A
model is decomposable if each of its parts can be explained i.e. given interpretable features
we can explain each node in a decision tree. Algorithmic transparency considers the prop-
erties of the learning algorithm i.e. while the error shape and the convergence of linear
regression are well understood this is not the case for the neural networks. Following [16]
in the context of Reinforcement Learning to achieve interpretability all of the following
components need to be interpretable: inputs and their processing, transition, and reward
models and the decision-making model (policy and value function). Instead of applying
one of the above-mentioned definitions of interpretability (simulatability, decomposabil-
ity and algorithmic transparency) to all of the reinforcement learning components the
interpretability is analyzed for each component separately. For example, an RL approach
may be based on a non-interpretable input model and a simulatable policy. This work
is situated in the interpretable decision-making as we are learning an interpretable Q
function.
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3 Related Work

In this chapter we will first cover the related work in interpretable reinforcement learning
and afterwards the related work that combines evolutionary algorithms with reinforcement
learning.

3.1 Interpretable Reinforcement Learning

First, we will consider previous work that uses decision trees. Silva et al.[37] uses
differentiable decision trees to learn interpretable policies. In addition, a user study is
conducted that shows that the resulting policies are more interpretable than a neural
network. Topin et al.[43] wraps a MDP in a new MDP representation called IBMDP.
Given the proposed training procedure an IBMDP policy is guaranteed to correspond to a
decision tree policy for the original an MDP even though any function approximator may
be used during training. Additionally, they demonstrate the advantage of their approach
when a depth limit for the decision tree is impose which is an important criterion in the
context of interpretability. In [34] the authors propose an algorithm that only splits a
node, thus increasing the tree size, if the expected return would increase above a given
threshold. Hein et al. [18] learns a fuzzy policy with particle swarm optimization that
can be represented as a set of IF-THEN rules. In [17] genetic programming is used to
obtain policies in the form of simple formulas. Given a function and a terminal set that is
used by the algorithm, an expert assigns a complexity weight to each element of this set.
The complexity of one individual is the sum of all complexities of its components. The
algorithm returns a Pareto Front consisting of the best individuals for each complexity. In
both approaches In [17] and [18] a world model is approximated by a neural network.
The individuals are evaluated on this world model. Jiang et al.[19] represents policies
in first-order logic. The approach is based on policy gradient methods and differentiable
inductive models. The policy returned by the algorithm proposed by [1] can be seen as a
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sequence of fuzzy IF close(state, center[k]) DO action[k] rules. where action[k] is the
associated action with cluster k. To ensure interpretability the number of clusters is kept
small and the cluster centers are picked from encountered states. Wilson et al.[51] evolves
simple program policies with cartesian genetic programming for Atari games. Verma et
al.[45] proposes a framework where policies are represented as a program of a high-level
programming language. Given a ’sketch’ (prior on the shape of the policy) the goal is
to find a policy that fits this sketch and has an optimal long-term reward. The proposed
solution is based on imitation learning and local search. The programming language
and the sketch induce what is considered to be interpretable. Maes et al.[29] performs a
search in the space of simple formulas.

3.2 Hybrid Reinforcement Learning

In [22] Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning (ERL) is introduced. ERL is a hybrid algo-
rithm that uses a population of actors for the evolution and uses the samples from evolution
evaluations to train an RL Agent in parallel. On the other hand, gradient information
flows into the evolution through the periodical insertion of the RL actor. DDPG is used
as the RL Agent but it is mentioned that any off-policy actor-critic architecture could be
used. Khadka et al.[23] uses multiple learners next to the neuroevolutionary population
of actors. Each learner consists of an actor, critic, and algorithm with hyperparameters.
All the actors from the population and from the learners are filling a shared replay buffer.
This replay buffer is used by the learners to update their parameters via gradient descent.
Similar to ERL actor networks from learners are inserted into the population periodically.
Furthermore, computational resources are assigned dynamically to the learners based
on UCB scores. Given that an actor in ERL is a neural network encoded as a vector
of weights [6] shows that standard genetic operators(n-Point Crossover and Gaussian
Mutation) are destructive. To overcome this problem in ERL they introduce a transition
buffer for each individual in the population and two novel operators: Q-filtered behavior
distillation crossover and proximal mutation. The distillation crossover uses the transition
buffers of the selected parents to train a child policy via a form of imitation learning. The
proximity mutation normalizes the gaussian mutation by the sensitivity of the actions
to weight perturbations. To determine the fitness of the actors in the genetic population
e.g.in ERL every actor must interact with an environment. To reduce the computational
cost, [47] partially replaces the real fitness with a critic-based surrogate. Leite et al.[26]
evolves a population of critics. To obtain the fitness of an individual in the population
a corresponding actor is fitted to the critic and afterward evaluated in the environment.
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NEAT [38] evolves parameters and topologies of networks. NEAT+Q [49] combines
NEAT and Q-Learning such that during the evaluation of an individual after each step the
parameters are updated toward the target. In [14] a genetic algorithm is used for policy
optimization. The population consists of neural network policies with a fixed architecture.
A policy gradient algorithm is used as a mutation. A behavior cloning based crossover
is used to combine two parent policies in the state space. Pourchot et al.[33] combines
the Cross-Entropy Method (CEM)[35] with either DDPG or TD3[13]. CEM samples a
population of actors using the current mean vector and covariance matrix. One half of the
population is directly evaluated while the other half is first trained using a critic network
managed by one of the algorithms mentioned above and afterward evaluated. Samples
from all actor evaluations are stored in a common replay buffer. Similarly, [41] combines
CEM with ACER[48]. Downing[11] combines genetic programming with Q-learning. An
individual is represented by a decision tree where the leaves are action selection points.
The rewards of the environment are used for the fitness evaluation of an individual but
also to learn what action to take in a given leaf node. Chen et al.[8] proposes a two-stage
framework that combines a multi-policy actor-critic with the multi-objective covariance
matrix adaptation evolution strategy to approximate a well-distributed Pareto frontier.
Based on a state-transition model [24] proposes several methods to find the value function
based on genetic programming. One version of these methods uses gradient-based tuning
of weights.
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4 Combining Genetic Programming with
Reinforcement Learning

In this chapter, we first describe the software architecture used for our approach. Afterward,
we introduce our approach. Then we describe theoretical and practical issues that arise.

4.1 Software Architecture

To conduct our experiments we implemented several key components inspired by the
MushroomRL[9] library. We have an agent that passes a vector of actions in each step to
a vector environment. The actions in the vector correspond to the actions picked by each
agent in the population. The vector environment consists of multiple environments, given
a vector of actions, each action is executed in the corresponding environment. In order
to speed up the computation we use multiprocessing s.t. the different environment are
distributed on a number of processes. The vector environment returns the next states and
rewards for each environment. These two components are glued together by the Core
class. The Core controls the number of episodes the agents can train on.

4.2 Algorithm

This work combines several existing ideas into a new algorithm. The first idea comes
from the NEAT+Q[49] algorithm that evolves Q-functions. Each individual in NEAT+Q
is a neural network. While the fitness of the individual is evaluated standard gradient
Q-updates are applied to the Q-networks of the population. Given the black-box nature of
neural networks, we use trees from genetic programming as Q-functions. As in [42] we
treat the numerical constants in the trees as parameters that can be tuned via gradient
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descent. As we are using gradient descent, in addition to the before-mentioned properties
in genetic programming closure and sufficiency we also require that the functions in the
function set are differentiable. Furthermore, as in [46] and [17], we use the complexity
of a tree as a measure of interpretability. A complexity score is assigned to each primitive
in the primitive set. For example, the complexity of the sinus function might be two and
the complexity of an addition one. In this case, addition is considered more interpretable
because its complexity score is lower. The complexity of one tree is the sum of the
complexities of its primitives. In the case where all primitives have the same complexity
score, trees with fewer nodes are considered more interpretable. Furthermore, we use the
NSGA-II[10] multi-objective selection operator that is based on the average return and the
complexity of an individual as in [46]. The µ+ λ evolution strategy is used. This means
that in every generation λ new individuals are generated from the current population and
µ individuals are selected for the new population from the current population and the
generated offspring. We use the ideas from the DQN algorithm and introduce target trees
and replay buffers. The update of the targets can either be done as in DQN or as a soft
update as in the DDPG[27] algorithm. In DDPG the targets are updated every step using
the following update rule: θ− = τθi + (1− τ)θ−. Thus the target update method can be
seen as a hyperparameter of the algorithm. Furthermore, we tried the standard online
updates (no replay buffer), the use of one replay buffer per individual, and the use of a
collective buffer that all individuals share. This can also be seen as a hyperparameter of
the algorithm. The complete algorithm using one separate buffer per individual is shown
in Alg. 3.

First, we generate an initial population and train every individual for several episodes.
Afterward, we evaluate each individual for several episodes to determine their fitness.
Then we generate an offspring using crossover and mutation. The offspring is trained and
evaluated and a new population is created out of the current population and the offspring.
This process is repeated for a given number of generations.

In this algorithm every individual is trained for a given number of episodes. Alternatively,
one could also choose to continue training the current population in each generation.
The third option is to use the reproduction operation. In this case one fraction of the
population determined by the reproduction rate would be in the offspring and thus would
continue to be trained.
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Algorithm 3
initialize population of Q-trees of size µ
initialize target Q-trees for the population
initialize buffer of capacity C for each tree in the population
for each Q in population in parallel do

train Q for M episodes according to DQN algorithm
end for
for each Q in population in parallel do

evaluate Q for E epsisodes to determine average return
determine complexity of Q

end for
for g = 1,...,G do

create offspring of size λ using mutation and crossover
initialize targets for each individual in offspring
for each Q in offspring in parallel do

train Q for M episodes according to DQN algorithm
end for
for each Q in offspring in parallel do

evaluate Q for E epsisodes to determine average return
determine complexity of Q

end for
select new population of size µ out of old population and offspring based on the

average return and the complexity
end for
select individual manually from the population

4.3 Theoretical and Practical Issues

From a theoretical point of view, one problem of our approach is that we use bootstrapping,
an off-policy method, and a function approximator (differentiable trees). These three
elements combined form the deadly triad described in [40]. In the case of the deadly
triad, the danger of instability and divergence is present. Indeed, what we observed
during training is that some of the individuals diverge and do not recover independently
of parameters and training episodes (see Fig. 4.1). To escape the deadly triad we have to
give up one of the before-mentioned elements. For example by replacing the bootstrapped
estimates of the targets with Monte Carlo Estimates. However, this implies other drawbacks
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Figure 4.1: Divergence of an individual

regarding data efficiency.

In practice, we observe several problems with our approach. First, as we combined
genetic programming with Q-learning we have the hyperparameters of both algorithms
which makes some kind of hyperparameter search nearly impossible. Furthermore, when
tuning the hyperparameters for Q-Learning one problem that arises is that we need
to find parameters that work well for different architectures that are created present
during the evolution. The only way to find good hyperparameters in this case is to
generate a random population of a given size, find parameters that work well on this
population, and assume that they will work for future generations. However, this is a
strong assumption. Additionally searching for hyperparameters on an initial population is
again computationally expensive and only possible to a given extent.

Furthermore, our first idea was not to use a fitness evaluation step, but rather assess the
fitness during the learning episodes. This would make our approach more sample efficient.
However, it was not possible due to the instability in the training. For example, if an
individual performs well and in the last episode it starts diverging, its average return would
be high, and it would be selected into the next generation although its true performance
is worse, due to the divergence in the last episode.
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5 Experiments

In this chapter, we describe the experiments conducted. First, we describe the environ-
ments we use for the evaluation. Thereafter, we describe the baselines that we used to
evaluate the performance of our algorithm. Finally, we present the results.

5.1 Environments

We evaluate our approach on three environments from the OpenAI Gym[7]: Lunar Lander,
Cart Pole and Mountain Car. Given that our approach works only for a discrete action
space, we use the discrete versions of Lunar Lander and Cart Pole.

Cart Pole In this environment, a pole is joined to the cart. Initially, the pole is upright
and the goal is to balance the pole by controlling the cart. The agent can push the cart to
the left or to the right. The state consists of the cart position, cart velocity, pole angle, and
pole angular velocity. In each time step the agent receives a reward of +1. The episode
terminates if one of the following conditions is fulfilled: the absolute value of the pole
angle exceeds 12°, the middle of the cart reaches the end of the display, or after 200 steps.

Mountain Car In this environment, a car is placed in a valley between two hills with the
goal to reach the top of the right hill as fast as possible. The state consists of the position
and the velocity of the car. In each time step the agent receives a reward of -1 and the
episode ends if the car reaches the goal or after 200 steps. The agent can choose between
accelerating to left, to the right, or not accelerating at all.
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Lunar Lander This environment consists of a spacecraft and a landing pad. The spacecraft
should land on the landing pad. The agent can choose between firing the left engine,
the right engine, the main engine, or doing nothing. The state consists of the x and y
coordinates, the velocities in the x and y directions, the angle, the angular velocity of the
lunar lander and two flags indicating if the left, and right legs are on the ground. An
episode ends if the lunar lander leaves the viewport, crashes, comes to rest, or after 1000
steps. When the lander crashes the agent receives -100 points while when it comes to rest
it receives 100 points. It loses reward when it moves away from the landing pad. Firing
the main or one of the side engines gives -0.3 or -0.03 points respectively. Touching the
ground gives 10 points per leg.

5.2 Baselines

In this section, we describe the baselines used to compare our algorithm. Videau et al.[46]
uses genetic programming to evolve policies for several OpenAI Gym benchmark tasks.
Both algorithms are based on the µ+ λ evolution strategy and run for several generations.
The fitness of each individual is based on the average return achieved while interacting
with the environment. Every individual is evaluated on at least one episode. Furthermore,
there is a simulation budget T assigned to each generation. This means T times a batch
of k individuals will be evaluated in the given generation. The k individuals are chosen
based on a multi-arm-bandit-like strategy. Each individual is assigned the following fitness
value: x+ c

√︂
ln(n′+T )

n . x is the average return. n is the number of episode evaluations of
the given policy. c is the exploration constant and n′ is the number of episode evaluations
until the current generation. x and n are updated after every evaluation. The k policies
with the highest value from the population and the offspring are selected for an additional
evaluation in the environment. These two mechanisms are used to evaluate the promising
individuals and augment the sample efficiency. Furthermore, the simulation budget is
increased over time motivated by the fact that if the differences in performance of the
individuals decrease then the variance should decrease as well. We set the exploration
constant c to zero thus the above-described UCB-like score becomes simply the average
return.

Based on this main loop described above Tree Genetic Programming (Tree GP) and Linear
Genetic Programming (Linear GP[5]) are used. In Tree GP policies are represented as
syntax trees as described above. The mutation operator is defined as a combination of the
gaussian mutation and the subtree mutation. NSGA-II selection operator is used to select
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Primitive Complexity

Variable 1
Constant 1
+ - × 1

/ 2
exp, log, pow 3

<, > 4
if 5

Table 5.1: Operator complexity

individuals based on two objectives: the average return achieved and the complexity of
the individual. The complexity of the individual is obtained as the sum of the complexities
of the individual primitives. (Table 5.1). Table 5.1 is not exhaustive.

The second algorithm is based on Linear GP. The individuals are represented in an
imperative language. An example of an individual is shown in Fig. 5.1. This individual
corresponds to the same individual shown in Fig. 2.1 or to the expression (x * 2) * (y * 1).
The array r = x, y, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 2.0 represents the registers. r[0] and r[1] are the input
registers r[4] and r[5] are used to store constants. r[3] and r[4] are used for calculations.
Furthermore in this case r[2] is used as the output.

Listing 5.1: Linear GP Individual
r = {x , y , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 2.0}
void i nd i v i dua l ( r ){

r [2] = r [0] * r [5]
r [3] = r [3] * r [4]
r [2] = r [2] * r [3]

}

The mutation is either the insertion, modification, or removal of an instruction each of
these mutations is occurring independently of the others. The probability of removing an
instruction is twice the probability of inserting an instruction thus simpler programs are
favored. A Tournament selection of size five is used.
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5.2.1 Implementation

The proposed algorithms and the baselines are implemented in Python 3. Even though
the code of the baselines was made available we reimplemented some parts to evaluate
the performance of the algorithm based on the number of episodes instead of the number
of generations. The implementation of the proposed algorithms is based on DEAP[12] for
the genetic operations and PyTorch[32] for the calculation of the gradients.

5.3 Results

In this section, we present the results of the before-mentioned environments. We tried
several hyperparameter configurations of our algorithm for each environment and report
the results of the best one per environment. For the baselines best hyperparameters from
the provided repository are used. To evaluate the performance of our algorithm and the
baseline we evaluate the best-performing individual in each generation. We ran each
experiment on five different seeds to obtain a representative result. In the Mountain
Car environment, the best-performing configuration used the common buffer that all
individuals share. This can be motivated by the fact that a common buffer enhances the
exploration of the state space i.e. if one individual reaches the top of the right hill all the
other individuals that haven’t explored enough will be able to use this experience. In the
following, J represents the mean reward achieved by an individual. In Fig. 5.3 in the right
plot, we see that our approach outperforms the Tree GP baseline. However, in the left plot,
we see that Linear GP achieves superior performance. In the cart pole environment (see
Fig. 5.2) the best performing version of our approach was the one without using a buffer.
We see that in this environment even though our approach achieves the same performance
it is clearly outperformed by both baselines as the sample efficiency is incomparable.
The Lunar Lander environment is considered to be a more complex environment than
the previous two. For this environment, we only compared our approach to the Tree GP
baseline as in a smaller experiment (see Fig. 5.6 with three seeds the two baselines achieved
a similar performance however Tree GP converged faster. The best-performing version of
our algorithm didn’t use a buffer. In Fig. 5.4 in the left plot, we see that our approach
needs a lot of samples to achieve similar performance to the baseline however afterward
it starts outperforming the baseline. In the right plot, we can clearly see the difference in
the last episodes. In all environments, we see that one drawback of our approach is that
it is sample inefficient in comparison with the baseline. This comes from the design of
our algorithm. Even though we use a smaller population in our algorithm the individuals
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Figure 5.1: Final population average return vs. complexity

Primitive Complexity

Variable 1
Constant 1
+ - × 1
sin 4

differentiable if 5

Table 5.2: Operator complexity

must be first trained on several episodes and additionally evaluated. Furthermore, the
baselines employ a dynamic strategy to reduce the number of episodes used for the fitness
assessment of its individuals and in this way increase the sample efficiency. In contrast,
our algorithm uses a static number of episodes to evaluate the individuals. In order to
determine the complexity of an individual the primitive complexities in Table 5.2 were
used. Given a final population, we can choose an individual based on our subjective
importance of the complexity and average return. One example of a final population in
the Lunar Lander environment can be seen in Fig. 5.1. If we take a closer look we can
see it is not the most complex expression (according to Table 5.2 that performs the best.
The most complex individual (see Fig. 5.5 left) has a complexity score of 39 and achieves
an average return of 65.715. The second most complex(see Fig. 5.5 right) individual
has a complexity score of 35 and achieves an average reward of 67.55. Given the simple
structure and the small size of the individuals generated in Fig. 5.5 we can consider them
simulatable as we can assume that a human being should be able to simulate them.
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Figure 5.2: Cart Pole

Figure 5.3: Mountain Car

Figure 5.4: Lunar Lander
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Figure 5.5: Individuals found in the Lunar Lander environment

Figure 5.6: Tree GP vs. Genetic GP
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

Motivated by the black-box nature of neural networks, in this work we presented a
new algorithm that combines genetic programming with the gradient-based Deep-Q-
Network algorithm. We compare our algorithm to two genetic programming baselines.
Unfortunately, our current approach has several drawbacks regarding the hyperparameters
tuning. The high number of hyperparameters of both algorithms and the computational
cost of the evolution makes the tuning not feasible. The second problem is related to the
hyperparameters of Q-Learning, such as the learning rate or the update frequency of the
targets. Given that each individual represents a different architecture, a combination that
works for one individual does not mean that it works well for the others. Despite this
fact, we also see that our approach needs more samples to achieve the performance of the
baselines. This is due to the fact that each individual in our algorithm needs to be trained
and additionally evaluated. However, our algorithm outperforms the baselines on a more
complex environment.

We propose several directions for future work in the context of differentiable trees in
genetic programming for reinforcement learning. Given that the DQN algorithm is known
to be hyperparameter-sensitive we propose to leave the value-based methods and explore
the policy gradient methods. Policy gradient algorithms such as REINFORCE[50] can be
easily integrated into our framework. Instead of performing Q-updates we could perform
policy-gradient updates. Furthermore, another direction that looks promising is the actor
injection algorithm of [22]. However, instead of using neural network actors we can use
differentiable trees. The third direction is based on imitation learning. In the context of
genetic programming [46] tried to use imitation learning unsuccessfully. Differentiable
trees would enable us to use supervised learning to learn to imitate a teacher in the form
of a neural network.
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